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                    Dundalk Leisurecraft
Dundalk Leisurecraft is Canadian manufacturer of quality leisure, home and garden products. The complete line of Cedar Barrel Saunas, Hot tubs, Showers and Cedar Gazebos is handcrafted in Dundalk, Ontario Canada. 
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                    Canadian Timber
The Canadian Timber Collection is an economically priced selection of our best selling products. Enjoy the same unique designs and high quality built with Eastern White Cedar.
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                    Pure Cube
The Pure Cube collection is a charming and sophisticated design that features large window panels on the front wall. Create a calm and relaxing atmosphere with the optional semi-privacy panels. Relax and rejuvenate with your family or friends in this clean and modern Pure Cube Sauna.
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                    Nordic Hot Tubs
Looking for a traditional wooden hot tub that is comfortable to sit in and simple and easy to use? Then an electric heated hot tub is perfect for you! 
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                           About Leisurecraft Europe

                           [image: ]Leisurecraft Europe imports and distributes quality leisure products

First of all, what is leisure? It's spare time, off-time. You-time. Our exclusive wellness and outdoor collection is all about enjoying your freetime and spending it outside. Unwind after a long day in your outdoor sauna. Enjoy your evenings together in a hot tub. Or sit back and sip on your favourite drink in the Canadian adirondack chair while the kids are playing.

All of our product lines are manufactured with the best quality materials and aesthetic designs that will perfectly fit outdoor and indoor spaces. We always strive to give outstanding customer service and advise our customers in the best possible way. 
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            Temporarily longer delivery times

            
              ×
            
          

          
            Due to unprecedent demand of our products and supply chain issues please expect lead times of 15 to 45 weeks depending on the product you order. We thank you for understanding.
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